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The first of many expected political brushfires in the parched weeks ahead broke out in
Mayor David Miller’s own west-end backyard, where organizers of the Swansea Hockey
Association informed parents that planned city budget cuts could put an end to the
thriving league with more than 500 players.

“As we move into our 35th season, plans to celebrate this milestone had already begun,”
league president Gail Oxtoby told parents in an e-mail. However, unless something
dramatically changes, there will not be season this year, and likely never again.”

The threat emerged when city staff recommended shortening the operating season for
outdoor municipal rinks as one of the cost-saving measures Mayor Miller ordered after
failing to win council approval to raise new taxes. Opening rinks in January instead of
December will save $800,000, according to staff.

The change has put the popular Swansea league, which uses a municipal rink in Rennie
Park, “on the verge of closing,” according to Ms.Oxtonby. “We haven’t voted to close
because we’re waiting for this to play out,” she added. “But the league as we know it – I
don’t; see how it could continue.”

City officials have agreed to meet with her group to discuss solutions, according to
Ms.Oxtoby, but hold out little hope that the ice time can be recovered. “We have 24
hours of ice a week,” she said. “You can’t make that up.”

Local councillor Bill Saundercook played down concerns that the local league will close
imminently, but warned that its future viability will depend on the city’s willingness to
contract out garbage collection. Although Mr.Saundercook voted with the majority in
rejecting the mayor’s tax plan, he is against cutting back rink time.

“Ice skating outside has to stay,” he said.

The executive of the Swansea league will decide what to do about the shortened season at
a meeting on Sept.11, according to Ms.Oxtoby, by which time there will almost certainly
be many other amateur sports leagues and community groups facing the same challenges.

Some see the cuts as a conspiracy to force support for the mayor’s tax plan. “It’s pretty
much of an open secret that [Mayor Miller] has told staff that he wants those cuts that
will hurt the worst, that will be most obvious to people, “ charged Jutta Mason of the
Friends of Dufferin Grove Park, which has two artificial ice pads. “I think there’s quite a
strong sense among parks and rec staff that there could have been much easier cuts, but
he doesn’t want easy cuts.”



But so-called “easy cuts” have proven remarkably elusive in the latest round of ritual
budget trimming. Although many politicians who opposed the new taxes support
generous spending on hockey, as yet none has suggested an easier means of reconciling
the conflict and balancing what they believe to be a bloated budget.

A representative of the parks department was unavailable to comment on the issue
yesterday. In addition to shortening ice time, the department also recommended closing
community centres on Mondays, beginning next month, in order to save $700,000.

Paradoxically, many of the rinks whose future is now doubtful have undergone
significant upgrades in recent years. The city has undertaken a large-scale energy retrofit
at all its rinks, and some have been the recipients of corporate largesse. Last year the
Toronto Maple leafs and Home Depot teamed up to finance new boards and a new time
clock at the Rennie Park rink. As with so many other city projects, it has proven easier to
build facilities than to operate them.


